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Math Intervention/Programming Instrument (MIPI)

This session will familiarize participants with the Math Intervention/Programming Instrument (MIPI) that was designed

and created by Edmonton Public. It will focus on an overview, the main goal of the MIPI, how to set the stage for

implementation and what analysis of the data could look like.

What is the MIPI?

        A numeracy screening tool taken at the beginning of each school year that can be used with all grades 2-10

students.

        Students complete a short assessment on broad math concepts they have learned from the previous school

year.

What is the purpose of the MIPI?

        To gauge how well students understand various math concepts.

        To assist teachers, administrators, and other stakeholders to know where each student is in their math

knowledge and skills.

        To program for groups or individual students for learning recovery.
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        To strengthen Division’s work to ensure math instruction is aligned with student learning needs.

·         To focus on what can be learned from the task over focus on the task

Presenters

Tracie Anthony

Tracie Anthony works as the District Numeracy Coordinator for Grande Prairie Public School Division. She earned a

Master of Education in Numeracy from Simon Fraser University in 2021. In her years as a classroom teacher, she

developed a strong commitment to the philosophy and the principles of math education. She has a strong belief that

through our passions and our collective vision (collaborative practices, optimal learning, purposeful engagement,

assessment, and effective leadership), we can enable all students to reach their individual goals, promoting student

success. Tracie enjoys delivering professional development in-services around the Alberta Math Curriculum. She has

worked with the NRLC in the Peace Region. On top of that, she has participated in many division level and NRLC math

cohorts from grades K-12. Tracie is looking forward to working with you and striving for us all to become confident,

lifelong learners of math.

Jason Smith

My Name is Jason Smith. I am a classroom teacher at Roy Bickell Public School in the Grande Prairie Public School

Division. In my years of teaching, I have been a school-based literacy & numeracy coordinator, professional

development facilitator, and a speaker at numerous conferences and events. I have also chaired and held positions on

many different committees and executives throughout the division and in the broader community.

It is my pleasure to serve my colleagues, and other education stakeholders, by supporting them to accomplish their

goals and ensure that our schools and classrooms are the very best environments for student learning. We do better,

together!

Registration Notes

This program is closed to HFCRD Staff

Participants must bring their own computer device to use during the session.


